Henk van Houtum at UiT
Dr. Henk van Houtum is co-founder and head of the Nijmegen Centre for Border Research
Professor dr Henk van
Houtum is co-founder
and head of the
Nijmegen Centre for
Border Research
(www.ru.nl/ncbr), and
associate professor of
geopolitics and political
geography at the
Radboud University
Nijmegen, the Netherlands and research professor of
geopolitics at the University of Bergamo. In addition, he
is editor of the Journal of Borderlands Research. He
has published extensively on the ontology and morality
of borders, on identity, on migration routes, camps and
on cross-border developments inside and on the
borders of Europe. He is the co-editor of various books
including The Disoriented State: Shifts In
Governmentality, Territoriality and Governance, (with
B. Arts and A. Lagendijk, 2009), B/ordering Space
(with O. Kramsch and W. Zierhofer, 2005) and Routing
Borders between Territories, Discourses and Practices
(with E. Berg, 2003). His most recent research articles
include “Waiting before the Law; Kafka on the Border”,
Social and Legal Studies (2010), “Human Blacklisting:
the global apartheid of EU's external border regime”,
Society and Space (forthcoming, 2010), while he has
prepared a special issue on EU’s external
neighbourhood policy in Geopolitics (forthcoming,
2010). Previous articles have appeared amongst
others in Antipode, Geopolitics, Political Geography,
Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografie
(TESG), Regional and Federal Studies. See also:
http://www.henkvanhoutum.nl/ Henk van Houtum is a
participant in the Border Aesthetics Project at the
University of Tromsø.

Wednesday 29th September
13:15-15:00 in room E.0105
Reception to Follow
Guest lecture
“The abducted and gated Europe”
Within the contemporary geopolitical climate in the EU
there is strong inclination to narcistically focus on
security, comfort, and cultural identity protection for
those who are defined as Europeans. Such forceful
abduction and bordering by the European Union recreates Europe as a gated political community. This
process is usually labelled as ‘Europeanization’. Europe
is thereby imagined as a socio-political cultural
construction with its own geography, history and
culture. This includes a self-constructed imagined core
and periphery, as well as fear politics regarding
Europe's self-defined neighbours and strangers. Yet,
Europe has never presented itself as a single bordered
entity supported by a constitution and a clear definition
of Europe and non-Europe. Europe is not a people and is
neither finite nor restrictive. So, the invention and
fabrication of a bounded version of Europe leads to new
forms of ‘spatial containerisation’ , which is unhelpful
in terms of establishing a global openness and realising
global distributive justice.

Film Screening
As part of the
Filmgrenser/Filmborders series
Monday 27 th September 18.30
at Verdensteatret cinematek
“Welcome Europa”
Bruno Ulmer, 2006 (90 mins)
Et kunstnerisk mesterverk. Unge menn fra Marocco og
Romania migrerer til Europa for et bedre liv, bare for å
bli møtt med de harde realitetene for innvandrere. De må
lære seg gatas lov for overlevelse i et fremmed land.
Den prisvinnende dokumentaren viser hvordan ekstern
grensepolitikk og internasjonale sosiale skiller, spiller
en rolle i dagliglivet.

With an introduction by Henk van
Houtum and discussion afterwards
Dr. van Houtum’s lecture and the film screening are the result of an initiative by the Border Poetics Research Group
(http://uit.no/borderpoetics) as part of the Border Aesthetics Project, and are made possible by grants from the Research Council of
Norway.

